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Abstract 
A large set of disjoint S(& t, k, 0) designs, denoted by LS(I; t, k, u), is a partition of k-subsets of 
U-set into S(4 t, k, u) designs. In this paper, we develop some recursive methods to construct 
large sets ot t-designs. As a consequence, we show that a conjecture of Hartman on halving 
complete designs is true for t = 2 and 3 <k < 15. 
1. Introduction 
Let u, k, t, and A be four positive integers such that u > k 2 t > 0. We denote the set of 
i-subsets of a set X by Pi(X). 
A t-design S@; t, k, v) is a pair (X, 9?) in which X is a finite set with cardinality t‘ and 
33 is a family of the elements of PJX) such that every element of P,(X) appears exactly 
A times in g. 
In addition, we will use the following notations. Let X1 and X2 be two finite sets 
and kl and k2 be two positive integers. Then for .@1 E Pkl(X1) and g2 s Pk2(XZ), and 
X1 n X2 = 8, we define 
Clearly g1 * B2 s Pkl fk2 (X, uX,). 
In this paper, the trivial design D=(X, Pk(X)) for S(l; k, k,u) will be referred to as 
the complete design of block size k. The index of the complete design (as a t-design) is 
A*=(;:;). 
A large set of disjoint S(A; t, k, v) designs, denoted by fS(A; t, k, LI) is a partition of the 
k-subsets of a v-set into ,S(,?; 1, k, v) designs. 
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To review the literature on the existence of large sets one can consult 
[l-4,8,10-12] and the literature cited there. 
In [6], Hartman has considered the partitioning of the complete design into two 
parts (designs) of equal number of blocks, and consequently he has made the following 
conjecture. 
Conjecture (Hartman, 1987). There exists a partition of the complete design 
S(I*; t, k, u) with block size k into two S(1*/2; t, k, II) designs if and only if (PI:) is even 
for i=O,...,t. 
As it is pointed out in [6]: “This appears to be a difficult conjecture.” A progress 
report on settling this conjecture is as follows: (i) for t = 1, the problem has been 
completely settled by Baranyai [2]; (ii) for t = 2 and k = 3, the case has been answered 
by Hartman [6], Dehon [S], and Khosrovshahi and Ajoodani-Namini [7]. These 
authors have employed quite different procedures; (iii) for t = 2 and k = 4, the conjec- 
ture has been proved to be correct by Hartman [6]; (iv) Hartman in [6] has also given 
many halving of complete designs for some other families of BIBDs; (v) for t = 2 and 
o=2k, the problem has been established by Alltop whenever k is not a power of two 
[ 11: (vi) for t = 6 and k = 7, Teirlinck [ 121 and Khosrovshahi and Ajoodani-Namini 
[S] have proved the correctness of the conjecture and consequently they have 
constructed infinite families of 6-designs. 
In this paper, we develop some recursive methods to construct large sets of 
t-designs. As a consequence, we establish the validity of the conjecture for t =2 and 
2<k<15. 
2. The necessary conditions 
In this section, we take a closer look at the necessary conditions for the existence of 
a LS(,“::)/2; t, k,u). 
A well-known necessary condition for the existence of a S(& t, k, v) is that 
n(y:f)/(:<i) be an integer for every i=O, . . . , t. In particular, a necessary condition for 
the existence of a S((,U::)/n; t, k, u) is that for every i=O, . . . , t, (II::) .(‘;I;) is divisible by 
n(::i). But we have 
Thus, the necessary conditions can be simplified to 
nl for i=O,...,t. 
Sometimes, it is more convenient to express the above necessary conditions as 
a system of congruence relations. To do this, we express the necessary and sufficient 
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Table 1 
ii Modulo of The set of residues, A 
congruence 
1 2 
2 4 
3 4 
4 8 
5 8 
6 8 
7 8 
8 16 
9 16 
IO 16 
11 16 
12 16 
13 16 
14 16 
15 16 
PI 
iO,ll 
(0, I, 2) 
{O, l-2,3} 
(0, . ...4} 
{0,...,5} 
{0,...,6} 
{0,...,7} 
{0, . . 18, IO, 12,14} 
i::::::Lt::l4) 
{O,...,ll} 
12,14} 
;::::::13j 
{0,...,14} 
conditions of divisibility of (7) by m as congruence relations. Table 1 gives these 
relations for n = 2. The table shows (7) is even if and only if m =j (mod 1) for some jEA. 
For example for I = 8, the table shows that (f) is even if and only if m=O, . . . ,7 
(mod 16). 
The correctness of the table can be easily verified. For example, we establish the 
result for k = 3. But, first we note that (g) is even if and only if 3 (3”) is even. 
=4m(4m-1)(4m-2)/2=4m(2m-1)(4m-1)~0 (mod2), 
=4m(4m+1)(4m-1)/2=2m(4m+1)(4m-1)~0 (mod2), 
=4m(4m+1)(4m+2)/2=4m(2m+1)(4m-l)rO (mod2), 
3 
4m+3 ( > 3 =(4m+3)(4m+2)(4m+1)/2=(4m+3)(2m+1)(4m+1)~1 (mod2). 
Therefore, (3”) is even if and only if v G 0, 1,2 (mod 4). 
Now, the following lemma can be easily obtained from Table 1 and (*). 
Lemma. Let 2 6 t < k d 15. If a S (iI:)/2; t, k, II) exists, then one of the followings is 
satisfied. 
(i) v=t, . . . , k - 1 (mod 2”), where 2”- ’ d k < 2”. 
(ii) YE 14 (mod 16), and (t, k)=(2,11). 
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3. Recursive constructions 
In this section, we develop some recursive methods to construct large sets of disjoint 
t-designs. The essence of these methods is given in the following definition. 
Definition. Let X be a finite set, and let k and t be two positive integers such that t <k. 
Two subsets A and B of Pk(X) are said to be t-wise equivalent if the number of the 
occurrences of each TEP,(X) in A and B are the same. In particular, A and B are 
O-wise equivalent if and only if 1 A I= 1 B 1. 
Before we proceed in this line, we would like to make some remarks on the above 
definition to clarify its significance on constructing large sets. 
Remark 1. Simple enumerative arguments shows that any two t-wise equivalent sets 
are also (t - 1)-wise equivalent. Hence, if 0 < i < t, then any two t-wise equivalent sets 
are also i-wise equivalent. 
Remark 2. Let X be a u-set, and let (gl, . . . , gn} be a partition of s(X) into 
n mutually t-wise equivalent sets. Now, the numbers of occurrences of each TEP,(X) 
in all 9Ji’s are the same, and on the other hand, each t-subset of X in total appears in 
exactly (i I :) blocks of gls. Hence, each (X, I ) (i = 1, . . . , n) is a simple S (i 1:)/n; t, k, v), 
and {(X,@i)Il<i<n} is a M((~~:)/n; t,k,v). 
Remark3. Ifgl,..., 99,,, are mutually disjoint subsets of s(X) such that each of them 
has a partition into n mutually t-wise equivalent sets, then their union, u y’ I @i =B, 
has also a partition into n t-wise equivalent sets. 
In the light of the above remarks, our approach to construct large sets is as follows. 
First, we present some procedures to construct the (n, t)-partitionable sets (the sets 
which have a partition into n disjoint t-wise equivalent sets from the (n, tl)-partition- 
able sets (tl <t), and then we give a partition of s(X) into such sets. Lemma 1 shows 
how one can construct (n, t)-partitionable sets from the older ones. In proving this 
lemma the following notation will be useful. 
Notation. Let W G s(X), For each TEP,(X) the number of occurrences of T in the 
blocks of 33 will be denoted by n(T;a). Clearly n(T;Sf)=O whenever t > k. 
Lemma 1. Let X, and X2 be two disjoint sets, and let tI, t2, kI, and k2 befour positive 
integers such that 0 < tI <k, and O< t2 Q k,. For i= 1,2, let gi c Phi, and suppose 
that 9Y1 has a partition, say {a,, . . . , W,,), into n mutually t,-wise equivalent sets. Then 
(i) GJ1 *gz has a partition into t,-wise equivalent sets, 
(ii) if 99z has also a partition, say {Y1, . . . , Y,}, into n mutually tz-wise equivalent 
sets, then SYI * _cA~~ has a partition into n mutually (tI + t2 + 1)-wise equivalent sets. 
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Proof. (i) For 1~ i < n, define +Zi= Wi * gz. Clearly, {gl, . . . , %“} is a partition of 
SYr * _G@~. To prove the assertion, it suffices to show that for any TEP,,(X, uXz), and 
for every 1 did n, 
Let T~P,,(X,uX,),anddenotej=~TnX~~.Now,byRemarkl,foranyO~j~t~,~~~ 
are also j-wise equivalent. Thus, for every 1 < i < n, we have 
n(T;~i)=n(TnX,;ai).n(T\X1;~‘2)=n(TnX,;W1).n(T\X,;~,)=n(T;~~). 
Hence, %‘i’s are t,-wise equivalent. 
(ii) Let A = (aij) be any Latin square of order n, and define 
9i= fi 9j* Y,,,, 1 <i<n. 
j=l 
Again, it is clear that (9r, . . . ,9”} is a partition of G9r * SYz. Let TEP,, +f2 + 1 (Xl u X2), 
and for 1 <i < 2 define Ti= TnXi, and ri= 1 Til. It is easy to see that 
n(T;gi)= f: n(T,;9j).n(Tz;Y,,,). 
j=t 
Now, we consider the following two cases: 
Case (a): rl et,. In this case, by Remark 1, 9;s are rr-wise equivalent, hence 
n(Tr;gr)= . ..=n(Tl.B?‘,), 
and consequently 
=n(Ti;a,). f: n(T2;9~,,)=n(T,;9tl)- i n(T,;Yj) 
j=l j=l 
=~(TI;~I). f Wz;Xlj)= i n(T1;9,).n(Tz;~a,~) 
j= 1 j=l 
=n(T; 91). 
Case (b): r,>tr. In this case, we have r2=(tl+tZ+1)-rl<t2, and a similar 
argument shows that 
n(T,;Y,)= -..=n(T2;9’,,), 
and hence n(T;~i)=n(7’,~~). 
Therefore 9~~‘s are (tl + t2 + 1)-wise equivalent. 
In Lemma 2 below, obtain a partition of Pk(X) which would be very useful in 
establishing the main result. But first, we give the following definition. 
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Definition. A finite set X is said to be of the form (ii) * (1;) whenever there exist two 
finite sets X1 and X, such that IXrI=ur, IX2)=r2, and X=P,,(X,)*Pk2(Xz). 
Lemma 2. Let u, v, k, and t be four positive integers such that t < k < min (u, v), and let 
X be a (u +u - t)-set. Then Pk(X) has partition {L%~, . .. , S?k+ 1) such that 
(i)for l<i<k-t, gi is of theform (,+I;-i)*(i”_i), 
(ii) for k-t<i<k+l, SBi is of theform (“~~~iif)*(U-f?f-l). 
Proof. Let X=(1,..., o+u-t}. For l,<i,<u+v-t, denote Xi={l,...,i} and 
x={i, . . . ,v+u-t). Now, define 
B1= Pk(X”), 
~‘l+j=Pk-j(Xv)*Pj(Y”+1), l<j<k-t-l, 
??a k+l=Pk(Yv-t+l). 
From definition of &?ts, it is easy to see that each of 93;s is of the desired form. Hence, 
we only prove that {SJr , . . . , gk+ 1 ) is a partition of Pk(X). 
First, we show that @is are pairwise disjoint. To do this, we have to show that if 
1 d i < j < k + 1, then Bin Bj= 0. For this, we consider three cases. 
Case(i): 1di<j~k-t.Now,foreveryAE~i,wehaveIAnX,I=k+1-iwhilefor 
every AE@j, \AnX,I=k+l-j. Thus 3in93j=@. 
Case (ii): lbi<k-t<j<k+l. Let AEaj and denote A=AluAz, where 
A1EPk-j+l(Xv-j+k-t) and AZEPj-1(Y”-j+k-r+2). NOW, We have 
=(k-j+l)+(j+t-k-l)=t. 
Hence Audi. (We remember that for any AE~i, we have JAnX,I=k+l-i>t+l.) 
Case (iii): k-t<i<j<k+l. Let AE&j, and denote A=A,uA,, where 
A1EPk+l-j(X”+k-r-j) and AZEPj-1(Y”+k_t-j+a). NOW, We have 
<JA,J+I{IJl<v+k-t-i & u+k-t-j+261}1 
<(k+l-j)+(j-i-l)=k-i. 
On the other hand, each element of Bi intersects X o+k_t-iin exactly k+ 1 -ielements. 
Hence ~in~j=0. 
Therefore, .9#is are pairwise disjoint. Now to complete the proof, we have to show 
that u,k_+; 94, = Pk(X). 
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Let AEP~(X), and for every 1 <i<k+ 1, denote ri=(AnX”_il. Now, for every 
O<i<t, we have 
IAnX,-il=IAnX,_i_lI+IAn{~-i})=ri+,+IAn{o-i}I. 
Hence, for O<i<t, we have ri+,duidri+,+l. 
If ro>t, then we have AE~~+~-~,,. If r,+l=O, then we have AEB,,,. Otherwise, 
choose 1 such that rl 2 t + 1 -I, and 
ri<t+l--i for O<i<l-1. 
Then, we have Ye < r1 _ 1 < t + 1 - 1~ rI. Hence rl = rI_ 1, and consequently v - 1+ 1 $A, and 
IAnK,_,I=t+l-l. Therefore A~P,+,_,(X,_,)~P,_,_,+,(Y,_,+,)=~~-t+l. 0 
Up to this point, almost all the necessary inductive tools have been provided. In 
Lemmas 4 and 5, we show that by having two large sets LS((iI:)/n; t,k,tl) and 
LS((zI:)/n; t, k,u), one can construct a LS((“‘k”_-,2’)/n; t, k,v+u-t). For this, we need 
the following definition and lemma. 
Definition. Let t, k and n be a nonnegative integers such that 0 <t < k. We denote by 
A(t, k,n) the set of all integers c’ such that a ,!S((;II:)/n; t, k,v) exists. In particular, 
a nonnegative integer u belongs to A(0, k, n) if and only if n I(i). 
Lemma 3. Zf uEA(t,k,n), thenfor O<igt, v-iEA(t-i, k-i,n). 
Proof. Let X be a v-set, and let {(X,%9i)Ildibn} be a LS((iI:)/n; t,k,u). It is well 
known that if a LS((II:)/n; t, k, v) exists, then for l<i<t-q, 
a LS ((i I :)/n; t - i, k - i, c’- i) exists. This proves the assertion for i # t. For i = t the 
assertion is trivial. 0 
Lemma 4. Zf oEA(t,k,n)nA(t,k+l,n), then u+lE(t,k+l,n). 
Proof. Let Y be a v-set and let cx? $ Y. Denote X = Yu {a}. Define 
Bl =pk+l(Y) Bz={cc}*Pk(Y)_ 
Clearly, { Bl, CB2 } is a partition of P k + 1(X) and by the assumption and Lemma 1, both 
of .@I and ?8z have a partition into n t-wise equivalent subsets. Now, the result follows 
from Remarks 2 and 3 and Lemma 1. 0 
Corollary. Zf ~n~~~A(t,k+i,n),then u+l~A(t,k+l,n). 
Proof. The result follows by induction on 1. 0 
Lemma 5. Zf UE~:=,+ 1 A(t,j,n), and uEA(t, k,n), then u+u-t~A(t,k,n). 
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Proof. Denote X = ( 1, . . . ,u+u-t}.DefineXi’s(l<i<u+u-t), Y,‘~(l<i<2:+~-t), 
and @i’s (1 < id k + 1) as in Lemma 2. In view of Remarks 2 and 3, in order to prove 
the statement, it suffices to show that every Bi (I,< id k + 1) has a partition into 
n t-wise equivalent sets. We consider three cases: 
Case (i): 1 ,< i < k - t. By the assumption, P, + 1 _ i(X,) has a partition into n t-wise 
equivalent sets. Thus by Lemma 1, g’i has also a partition into n t-wise equivalent 
sets. 
Case (ii): k-t < i 6 k. Denote j = t + i-k. Then, we have 
Now, v~A(t, t+ 1,~) implies that u-j~A(t-j, t+ 1 -j,n), and u~A(t, k,n) implies that 
u-(t+l-j)EA(j-l,k-(f+l-j),n). Since ) Y”-j+,?l=U-(t+ l-j) and 
IX,-jl = u-j, the result follows by Lemma 1. 
Case(iii): i=k+l.Thenbytheassumption,~~+,=P,(Y,-,+,)hasapartitioninto 
n t-wise equivalent sets. (Note that ) Y,_,+ 1) =u.) 0 
Lemma6. Ift'e(')j=,+l A(t,j, n), and uE A(t, k, n), then 
(~~Iv~~u(moda-t))cA(t,k,n). 
Proof. Let v1 zu (mod v-t), and denote v1 =u + I(v- t). Now, the result follows by 
induction on 1. 0 
4. Main results 
Theorem. If 3 d k < 15, then the necessary conditions for the existence of 
a S((,“I:)/~; 2, k, v) are also suficient. 
Proof. For k=3, the assertion is a well-known result [S, 6,7]. In [9], it is 
shown that lO~n,,?=~ A(2, k, 2), thus by Corollary of Lemma 4, we have 
(10 ,..., 7+k}cA(2,k,2),fork=3 ,..., 7. Now, by applying Lemma 6 one can see that 
for every 4<k<7 
{vlv=2 ,..., k-l (mod8)}cA(2,k,2). (2) 
In [9], it is proved that a S(910; 4,8,20) exists. Taking the residuals of this design, we 
conclude that a S(4004; 2,8, 18) also exists. Hence 18~A(2,8,2). Also in [3] it is shown 
that 18~A(2,9,2). By (2), we have 18 E fll= 3 A(2, k, 2). In other words, for every 
3 <k < 7 a S((iIt)/2; 2, k, 18) design exists. Taking the complements of these designs 
we obtain S((,“1:)/2; 2,k, 18) designs for every 96k<15. Hence 18~n:T,A(2,k,2). 
Now, applying the corollary of Lemma 4 shows that for 3 <kg 15, 
{18,..., 15+k} c A(2,k,2). 
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Also, we have 14~A(2,11,2) (simply take the complement of a S(6; 2,3,14) design). 
Now, applying Lemma 6 shows that 
{ulu=2,..., k_l(modl6))cA(2,k,2), fork=8 ,..., 15, 
{v~11=14(modl6)}cA(2,11,2). Cl 
5. A closing remark 
One of the authors (B. Khosrovshahi) would like to make the following conjecture: 
If, for given u, k, t, and 2 which satisfy the necessary conditions, and (PI:)/&,, <4, 
then a simple S(lmin; t, k, v) design exists. 
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